
Per-store 
precision-sales actions 

(at brand & SKU level)

Detailed 
per-store compliance 

metrics in realtime

Achieved 2% 

lift in same-store sales

How Latin America’s leading beverage 
bottler improved its per-store sales by 
adopting Image Recognition solution
•  One of the largest bottlers in South America for a leading soft drinks brand
•  Produces carbonated soft drinks, water, fruit juices, energy drinks, and sports drinks 
•  Works across 4 countries - Chile, Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay. 



The Wishlist

Ensure 100% store compliance and optimize retailer 

payouts  across thousands of stores

Track and improve Share of Shelf metrics

and in-store visibility

Challenges
The customer was already utilizing a leading market research firm to manually audit and gather in-store execution data on a 

monthly basis. Without advanced tools and technology, the insights from audits were available just once a year, and that too from 

a sample set of 6,000 out of the total 75,000 stores. 

Further, the insights from traditional audits were  inaccurate, inconclusive, and inconsistent making it impossible to take any 

action. Moreover, deploying additional field forces to cover more stores was an expensive option.
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Assess competition’s 

market share at per-store level

Significantly improve per-store sales 

and marketing performance
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The Infilect Approach
The customer approached a global IT services corporation to explore the possibilities in the adoption of image 

recognition technology. 

Infilect being a Visual Intelligence leader, partnered with the above-mentioned global IT corporation to offer InfiViz – 

our image recognition platform to gather in-store execution data more accurately and in real-time. 

Here is how InfiViz worked:
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Store staff or managers are instructed to 

capture and upload the images of their 

chillers to the AI-cloud, using image capture 

app within a given time frame (~ 5 mins).

To ensure foolproof photo capturing, InfiViz 

also recorded their geo-location and time 

stamp with each captured image and 

pinpoint stores to incentivize and optimize 

their retailer payouts. 

The images are then processed by the 

Image Recognition algorithm to identify 

every SKU on the shelf. 

The insights are made available to the 

store manager or store staff in real-time 

(< 2 mins on-ground SLA).

The application provided instant on-the-spot action 

plans to their store staff or owners to improve their 

Share-of-Shelf as per their target Share of Shelf, 

identify On-Shelf SKU availability to plug stockouts, 

and fix compliance issues, if any.
AI
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In-store image 
capture app
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Business Impact

Operational Impact:

Over 2% lift 
in same-store sales

Detailed, highly accurate 

and actionable in-store insights

• Real-time fine-grained 

actionable insights on SKU 

penetration, SOS, OSA, 

competition comparison

• Real-time on-shelf metrics 

that enabled the customer to 

optimize their next immediate 

distribution and store 

fulfillment cycle. 

• Easy to Install and use our 

mobile application, No new 

learning is required

• Easily integrable with 

the customer’s Sales and 

Distribution system 
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About Us
Infilect is an Enterprise SaaS provider for retail manufacturers, retail brands, and retailers. With 

innovations in Image Recognition and AI, Infilect's products empower the retail industry with 

unprecedented visibility into omnichannel sales, in-store merchandising, and store operations. Infilect 

uses Computer Vision and Artificial intelligence technology to convert visual data into intelligent and 

insightful business insights that help monitor retail or store operations, improve brand visibility inside 

stores and boost per-store sales performance. Presently, we serve top global retail brands including 

Procter & Gamble, Coca Cola, Britannia-India, ITC-India, Lowes, AbinBev, Samsung, Heineken and more. 

Our solutions are deployed and scaled in 16+ countries and 400K stores worldwide. Today, Infilect 

processes over 4 Million in-store images per month and empowers retail leaders with real-time visibility 

into their in-store product, promotions and pricing strategies. For more information, visit 

https://www.infilect.com
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